Safety and Health Impacts of the New Hours-of-Service Rules
The Problem
First instituted in 1939, the original commercial driver
Hours-of-Service (HOS) rules continued for nearly 60
years with few revisions. Recently, the body of research
on sleep patterns, driver fatigue, and safety analyses led
to a major HOS program overhaul. The Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) revised the rules in
2003, and the new rules became effective in early 2004.
This summary refers to these rules as the 2004 rules.

rules. The study was designed to examine the
perceptions of those most directly affected by the new
rules and whether the changes were accompanied by
improved health and safety outcomes. The study
contrasted 2003 information with 2004 to provide a
comparison of safety performance under the old rules with
that of the 2004 rules.

The principal analysis in the study aggregated collision
and driver injury data from 23 fleets representing
approximately 100,000 commercial drivers and 10 billion
annual vehicle miles of travel (VMT). Safety statistics for
2003 (under the old HOS rules) were compared to those
for 2004 (under the 2004 HOS rules) to identify significant
changes in outcomes. In addition to operational statistics,
the following key metrics were obtained:

Number of Drivers

The 2004 HOS rules redefined the on-duty and rest
periods for commercial truck drivers to more closely
resemble the 24-hour circadian schedule - including a
requirement for a longer daily off-duty period, a reduced
daily tour-ofduty, one extra hour of daily driving time, and
a "restart" provision permitting drivers to zero out their
weekly cumulative hours after 34 continuous hours offduty. In response to the court decision in 2004, FMCSA
and the trucking industry began working to determine the
impact of the 2004 HOS rules on driver health, safety, and
carrier productivity.

Driver Injuries

Collision-Related Driver

The second set of analyses focused on the experiences of
drivers and other key industry stakeholders. Three focus
groups involving long-haul fleet safety managers and
other industry experts were held to gather data relative to
the productivity and safety impacts of the 2004 HOS rules.
A confidential driver survey involving three fleets and 996
drivers examined the self-reported impacts of the 2004
HOS rules on driving practices and fatigue.

Research Goal

Quantitative Analysis Findings

The goal of this research was to provide objective
empirical data relevant to the effects of the 2004 HOS

The participating fleet data was aggregated and analyzed
to determine if the changes in safety and health metrics
between 2003 and 2004 were significant.

The analysis of the fleet data indicates that there were
significant decreases in the collision rate per million VMT
(-3.7%),preventablecollision rate (-4.8%), and nonpreventablecollision rate (-0.8%). Even larger reductions
were observed in the driver injury rate (-12.6%),collisionrelated injury rate (-7.6%),and non-wllislon injury rate
(-13.7%) per million VMT. These aggregated fleet
statistics indicate clearly that 2004 was a safer year than
2003 for participatingfleets, especially in terms of
preventable collisions and commercial driver injuries.
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The findings - both qualitative and quantitative paint a
gel-lerallyfavorable picture of the safety and health
impacts of the 2004 HOS rules.
The aggregated fleet crash and injury statistics for the 23
participatingfleets were the most cogent data in support of
the 2004 HOS rules. There were significantdecreases in
eac:h of the key metrics. The findings from these
aggregatedfleet statistics track other long-term truck
safety trends.
The focus group and driver survey responses were
cor~sistentin nature. While a variety of views were stated
In both, overall the managers and drivers support the new
rules.
This current analysis provides a model and baseline for
continued "within-subjects"monitoring of industry safety
pe~formanceunder the 2004 HOS rules.

Qualitative Analysis Findings
While there was diversity among the responses,
generally, drivers and safety directors are satisfied with
the changes in the HOS rules.
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Driverswho participatedin the survey had a range of
experiences under the new rules; however, there were
some consistenciesamong a majority of the responses:
Most of the drivers indicated the new rules had a
positive or neutral impact on their driving patterns.
A plurality of drivers indicated the new rules either had
no Impact or made a positive impact on driving.
Drivers indicatedgenerally less fatigue or
experiencing no change in fatigue after the new rules.
The 34-hour restart, 10 hours off, and 11 hours of
driv~ngtime are the most preferred features of the new
rules.
Focus groups of safety directors and other industry
stakeholders revealed similar results. While there were
different viewpoints presented at each meeting, below are
some of the general themes that were identified:
Drivers are more rested and relaxed under the new
rules.
Drivers are better able to schedule their time, at home
and at work.
Drivers like and use the 11 hours driving and the 34hour restart.
Adjustments in busmess practices resulting from the
new rule (such as increased detention fees) have
improved operational efficiency.
The 14-hour limitationto drivers' daily tours of duty
creates operational constraints and discourages
drivers from taking rest breaks.

Next Steps
In August 2005, FMCSA issued another change to the
HOS rules which became effective in October 2005. Th~s
latest rule change primarily addressed a driver's ability to
split sleeper berth time. Under the previous rules, drivers
c o ~ ~split
l d sleeper berth time into two segments, as long
as no segment was less than 2 hours. With the 2005 rule
change, drivers must now take one 8-hour consecutive
period in the sleeper berth.
In order to assess the safety impacts of this latest HOS
rules change, ATRl is seeking carriers willing to provide
ongoing data to track driver safety performanceunder the
new &hour sleeper berth requirement. If you are
interested in participating in this study or would like
additional informationabout this research please contact
ATRI at: atri@truckins.org.

For more information about this and other ATRl studies, please
visit: WWW.ATRI-ONLINE.ORG

ATRl's primary mission is to conduct and support research in the
transportation field, with an emphasis on the tmcking industry's
es,sentialrole in the U.S.end internationalmarketplace.
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July 3 1,2007
The Honorable Mary Peters
Secretary
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20590
Dear Madam Secretary,

I would like to respectfully request your assistance in the wake of the July 24th
decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit in Case No. 06-1 035 OOIDA v. FMCSA,
consolidated with 06-1078; the OOIDA and Public Citizen challenges to the 2005 hours of service
(HOS) rule. While ATA is disappointed with the decision, we are encouraged by the fact that the
shortcomings identified by the Court are procedural in nature and can be readily addressed by FMCSA.
ATA asks that you and your staff work with FMCSA and the Department of Justice to, first
and foremost, file a timely motion with the Court requesting either a stay of the decision, or a remand
without the Court vacating the 11 hour driving rule and the 34 hour restart provision. There is no
compelling safety reason for these two elemcnts of the rule to be vacated. Just a week ago your
Department issued its final truck-involved fatality figures for 2006-the first full year of the industry
operating under these new HOS rules-and fatalities declined by 4.7%, the largest drop in 14 years.
This fact speaks volumes. If these provisions are vacated in mid-September, there will be disruptions
in the supply chain, our economy will suffer, and the highway safety implications become
an unreasoned variable.
Second, we request that you encourage and support FMCSA in reissuing an expedited
rulemaking notice focusing specifically on the procedural issues identified by the Court.
FMCSA's policy decisions on these issues were sound, both from a safety standpoint and a trucking
operations perspective. The methodology used in the operator fatigue model, and the output which
supports FMCSA's policy decisions, needs to be better explained. This can be done, and we strongly
encourage the Department and FMCSA to take this action in concert with the motion mentioned above.
ATA stands ready to work with the Department and FMCSA to effectively resolve this issue.
The trucking industry is too important to our nation's economy to have the current uncertainty linger.
More importantly, the industry has demonstrated it is operating safely and responsibly under
these new rules.
I want to thank you in advance for your sincere consideration of this request.

Good stuff.
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